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Interlocking, Unitary Rubberized Safety Surfacing, Flooring & Pavers

Turf-Top

TILE
MAT
BLOCK
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SYSTEM

Seeing is believing as our unique manufacturing process chemically
binds our turf material into a homogeneous unit, delivering the most
durable, strongest manufactured product on the market today.
Choosing our turf-top products is the foundation for a smart, long-term
investment in durability and beauty. As the industry leader, the superior turf
material that we offer, couple with our recycled rubber, gives you the highest
quality, environmentally friendly system above all others. It is designed to
meet or exceed all of your project needs for use on playgrounds, rooftops,
recreational areas, fitness facilities and more.
All of our products are independently laboratory tested with respect to
ASTM, CPSC, ADA, FM safety standards and guidelines to be installed over
new and existing sub-surfaces (both indoors and outdoors) and/or rooftops.
Architects, engineers, designers, owners and property managers
can plan for future projects using our turf-top products as the newest
alternative to safety surfacing, flooring and paver applications for use
indoors and outdoors.

Rooftop-Multi Use

44"

- Antistatic Yarns
- Heat Resistant Technology
- Pile Heights from: 1” to 1.4” (in)
Multi Use

- Dense, 64-80 Ounce Face Weights
- 20-24oz Antimicrobial secondary backing
- Four Types of Top: Agility, Multi Use, Pet, Play

22
"

Agility

- Available Thickness: 1.75”, 2.0”, 2.5”, 3.0”, 3.5” & 4”
- Ideal for Playgrounds, Rooftops, Pet Areas, Fitness, Etc.
Pet
Self Interlocking Design

Play

* “Playground” Turf also available in: Blue, White, Red, Yellow

New Buttom-Lock™ Technology

Glue Reservoir

Bolt-Down

*The Bolt-Down method of installation should only be used on solid ground level installations and not rooftops what-so-ever.

Technical Information
Bottom Portion of Product:

Critical Fall Height Protection Rating Chart

Drop Height (in ft.)

Top (Turf) Portion of Product:

*The melt point and total lead testing were not tested for individual values for mono and thatch. Both mono and thatch fibers were chopped and
blended together to provide and overall result. We undertake all assignments for our clients on a best efforts basis. Our findings and judgements
are based on the information given to us using the lasted test methods available. We can only ensure the test results for the specific items
tested. Unless otherwise noted in the deviations section of this report, all tests are performed in compliance with stated test method.
Unity believes that our products size, weight, durability,
longevity, fall protection ratings (the highest in the industry),
and ability to have an integrated self-interlocking feature
(for rooftop applications), with bolt-down capabilities (for
playground use), can be effectively and easily secured on
site to eliminate the potential for wind-up-lift, vandalism
and maintenance issues. Everyone at Unity Creations, Ltd.
/ Unity Surfacing Systems would like to thank you for your
interest in our products and services.
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